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Work at E-Puben policy

Background
E-Puben is for students, by students. This means that E-Puben is completely
dependent on students who are willing to work. Every member in the E-Puben committee
takes turns on who is Kvällschef (KC) for the evening. It is the KC ́s responsibility to
get students to work at each event and also ensure that everything at E-Puben runs smoothly.
We want to both make the process easier for the KC, and to offer the students something back
as a gesture of appreciation. Therefore, we offer to “skip the line” in various forms, besides
from the points that you earn.

Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to clarify how the system works, in order to have
something to rely on if any uncertainty appears. Not only should the E-puben committee
be aware of this system, but also every student who visits or wants to visit E-Puben.

How the points works
E-Puben has various events during the year which are ranked differently in the points system.
The main events that occur are EPP, Troubadour, PubCrawl, sittings & Nightclub. The events
will give you different amounts of points, that will be used at the staff sitting. You get 1 point
for EPP, 2 points for Troubadour/Pubcrawl and 3 points for sitting and Nightclub. Therefore,
if you work both sitting and Nightclub at one occasion, you get 6 points in one evening. At
the end of the semester, the event managers will arrange a staff sitting where the students
with the most points will get an invite. For events not specified above the Head and Vice of
E-puben decide what points are reasonable to hand out for working that specific event.

How skipping the line works
Other than the points, you are given the opportunity to skip the line at the same
event that you have worked on. This is the direct reward that creates value for the
workers. To skip the line, you need to contact the KC for the evening. You find the
KC for the evening at the “Work at The E-Pub document”. You need to write to the
KC latest at 12 am the same day as you want to skip the line. There is a mail list of
all the KC in the same excel. If you do not write in advance, you are not guaranteed
to skip the line. You need to be at the E-Pub at least 5 minutes before opening. For events that
require a ticket such as a sitting or a pub crawl event you are responsible for contacting the
contact person in the ORBI event at least 24 hours before the tickets have been released.
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Work one EPP→Skip the line at one EPP
Work one Troubadour → Skip the line at one Troubadour
Work one pub crawl → Skip the line at one Troubadour OR have the opportunity to
receive a guaranteed ticket at the next pub crawl*
Work one Nightclub → Skip the line at one Nightclub
Work one sitting → Skip the line at one nightclub OR have the opportunity to receive a
guaranteed ticket at the next sitting.**

*= If the pubcrawl tickets are sold in pairs you will only receive a guaranteed ticket if
your partner also has worked at a pubcrawl event or if you have worked at multiple pub
crawls
**= Sittings related to Insparken such as finsittningen, Gasquen & Återsparken are
excluded from this, i.e you can not use points to attend these events. If the sitting tickets
are sold in pairs you will only receive a guaranteed ticket if your partner also has
worked at a sitting or if you have worked at multiple sittings.

Also, you can choose to invite a friend, instead of skipping the line alone. But only if
you have worked several times. For example, if you have worked two EPPs you can
bring one friend when skipping the line at one EPP. To bring a friend, you also have
to go to the E-Puben.

Tracking the points
It is the job of the Vice Head of E-Puben to have an overview of the workers. The vice will
make an excel document that only the Head and Vice of the committee can edit.. This
document will be open for everyone to see, and will be posted in the Facebook group “Work
at The E-Pub''. The Vice will take care of registering all the ones who have worked. It is also
his/her job to make sure to write the names of the ones who have skipped the line. The KC
therefore needs to communicate with the Vice to make sure that he/she knows which
students have worked, and which students have skipped the line. The document
should be updated at least every monday.

Validity
The points that you use to skip the line are valid throughout your study time. For
example, if you work one EPP in your first semester, you can choose to skip the line
in your third semester. The points that are being used for the winter/ break sitting reset every
calendar year to increase the chance to get invited.
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